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Mumonkan Case Two 

Hyakujo’s Wild Fox 

translated by R.H. Blyth 

 
THE CASE 
 Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always there listening to it 

together with the monks; when they left the Hall, he left also.  One day, however, he remained behind, 

and Hyakujo said to him, “Who may you be?”  The old man replied,      “Yes; I am not a human 

being.  In the far distant past, in the time of Kasho Buddha, I was the head monk here.  On one 

occasion a certain monk asked me whether an enlightened man could fall again under the chain of 

cause and effect, and I answered that he could not.  Thus I have for five hundred lives been reborn a 

fox.  I now beg you to release me from this rebirth by causing a change of mind through your words.”  

Then he asked Hyakujo, “Can an enlightened man fall again under the chain of cause and effect or not?”  

Hyakujo answered, “No one can set aside (the law of) cause and effect.”  The old man immediately 

became enlightened. 

 

 I guess there is no way around it, it is necessary to keep reading this koan over, and over, and 

over again.  I know that I talked about the same thing in the previous two teishos, but it is really true 

that it is only by repeating it over, and over again, and contemplating it over, and over again that you 

finally come to understand it. 

 I talked about the part where the old man says, “Yes, I am not a human being.”  But you really 

need to contemplate this answer over, and over again to understand what he means by that.  
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 I have been asking you to carefully contemplate the fact that the old man who speaks here has 

been manifest by receiving 0.0001 of plus and minus from the activities of plus and minus, tatha-gata 

and tatha-agata.  I am asking you, I am begging of you to really put your minds to contemplating that 

when plus, when tatha-gata gives 0.0001 of himself in order to birth this imperfect self, he has then 

lost that much of himself, and so he is no longer the pure activity of plus, tatha-gata, he is now the 

imperfect activity of tatha-gata.  The tatha-agata activity is the same.  She has lost 0.0001 of herself, 

and so is no longer the pure activity of tatha-agata, the pure minus activity.  She is now the imperfect 

minus activity.  I ask you to contemplate this over and over, until tears come streaming out of my 

eyes!  What I am asking you to do is to contemplate this so that you can manifest the wisdom which 

clearly knows this principle that in this situation plus and minus are both manifest imperfectly 

 And in this case you have to also carefully contemplate the fact that the “I am” self 

simultaneously, at exactly the same time, is manifest with the imperfect manifestations of plus and 

minus.  And that “I am” self has 0.0001 of plus, and the exact same amount of minus as its content.  

In this case the manifest self is imperfect, and the activities of plus and minus are also imperfect.  And 

so this imperfect situation is what we call the world of form.  Of course this world of imperfection is 

the material world.  This is what you need to contemplate for yourself. 

 So before the self was manifest, that was the formless world.  We could also, I suppose, call 

this world the spiritual world.  Try to contemplate for yourself, and see clearly, that it is only when 

the self is manifest that for the first time the world of form, the material world is manifest. 

 But I am asking you to not forget as you do your contemplation, that the imperfect self that is 

manifest is the present moment, and although it is imperfect it does have both plus and minus as its 

content. 

 And when this self is manifest it also manifests the activity of seeing.  But where does it look?  

It looks at the worlds of plus and minus.  The worlds it looks upon are concrete, actual worlds, they 

are the worlds which are manifest in this world of form, in this world of matter, in this world which is 
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the very basis for the human world.  It looks upon the outside world of imperfection and sees the 

imperfect activity of minus.  And it looks at the inside imperfect world, at the imperfect activity of 

plus. 

 And the world that is manifest next is the complete world, the world of True God.  In 

Buddhism we call it the world of the dharmakaya. 

 I am asking you to contemplate for yourself the fact that when the self is manifest, and is doing 

the activity of looking, seeing, then the dharmakaya that is seen cannot be the true dharmakaya.  

Already, if it is a dharmakaya that is being seen it cannot be the true dharmakaya. 

 And the past, in this koan the past is called the era of Kasho Buddha, the past that can be seen 

by the self is not the perfect era of Kasho Buddha.  It is the imperfect era of Kasho Buddha.   

 When you read old books commenting on this koan they take each term, and they explain in 

great detail, what, for example, the past means, and the present means.  But if you get tied up by 

those commentaries then you will fall into the mistake of unquestioningly simply acknowledging, 

accepting the existence of your “I am” self.  And so what I am telling you is that you have to be able 

to grasp the past as not the past, the present as not the present.  The moment you say past the 

present has already been manifest.  And when the present is manifest the future is also manifest.  

So you have to carefully contemplate for yourself that together with the manifestation of the self the 

past and future are manifest in opposition to each other. 

 That is what this confession of the old man means when he says “When I was born in the era of 

Kako Kasho Buddha I was already living in Mount Hyakujo.” 

 So there are two meanings to Mount Hyakujo here.  When we think of it in the sense that the 

present moment has been born on Mount Hyakujo then that means that right within Mount Hyakujo 

the worlds of past, present, and future are manifest.  But before the birth of the present moment 

then Mount Hyakujo had all these activities of past, present, and future as its content, but they had not 

yet been manifest.  What you have to carefully contemplate here is that whether it is the Mount 
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Hyakujo which is prior to the manifestation of past, present, and future, in other words the past before 

the manifestation of past, present, and future, or the world of Mount Hyakujo after the birth of the 

present, the world of Mount Hyakujo that has past, present, and future manifested within it, even 

though these two manifestations are in contrast to each other, or in opposition to each other, they are 

not different in the sense that they are both one world.  Both Mount Hyakujos are, in the same way, 

the entire one and only world.  In other words in the world of the past, (meaning the world before 

the manifestation of past, present, and future), there is no “I am” self, but the moment the worlds of 

past, present, and future have been manifest there is an “I am” self.   

 When we compare the world of the past which was before the manifestation of the  “I am” 

self, and the world in which the “I am” self has been manifest in the world of past, present, and future 

we can say that second world was manifest through the activity of expanding.  What I am asking you 

to contemplate is that whether it is the world before the appearance of the “I am” self, or the world in 

which the “I am” self is manifest, those two worlds are the same, there is no difference between them 

in terms of the fact that they are both one and only singular worlds. 

 And when the “I am” self disappears, when past, present, and future disappear then again the 

condition of the origin is manifest.  And this of course is also a one and only world.   

 Of course if we think about the condition of the origin that is the perfect, complete state, the 

state of zero.  But if we think about it further, and see that this condition of the origin we are now 

contemplating has come into being through the first condition of the origin manifesting the world of 

past, present, and future, and then those worlds of past, present, and future again disappearing, we 

can see that this condition of the origin is the number Two condition of the origin.  The first condition 

of the origin was perfect, was zero.  And it expanded and manifested past, present, and future.  And 

those past, present, and future then disappeared, and manifested the second condition of the origin.  

So we can compare the two, and say, One is different than Two.  But we can also say, and we 

emphasize in Tathagata Zen, that both of these worlds are zero.  And so they are not different.  They 
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are exactly the same zero in that they are both exactly the same one and only perfect world.   

 I know this is difficult to understand.  But the number one condition of the origin is zero, it is 

perfect.  And the newly manifest number two condition of the origin is two, it is not one, it is level 

two, it is embracing the condition of the origin of level one, but it isn’t different than that level one 

origin in that it is the same one and only unique perfect world.  The first source is one, but it is 

perfect, so it is zero.  And the second source is also perfect, it is zero.  So in the fact that they are 

zero they are the same.   

 The activity of the Tathagata, the Dharma activity continues to expand to levels 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

8, but although these levels are getting bigger and bigger, in terms of the fact that they are all 

manifestations of the one and only perfect world, they are the same, there is no difference.  This 

osho who is giving the teisho is begging you to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows the principle 

that the original source is zero, and the second origin is two, but 0x2=0, and 0x3=0, and 0x4=0, and 

level five condition of the origin times zero is zero.  What I am trying to tell you is that now you folks 

these days; it is supposed to be an educationally advanced time in history, even an elementary school 

student should be able to understand that 0x2 is zero.  It should be easy for you to manifest the 

wisdom which clearly knows this!  But, actually, when you try to do sanzen, it seems as if all of you 

manifest the “I am” self, and then attach to that “I am” self,  and then completely forget that you are 

always manifesting a one and only singular world,  you forget that when the complete self is manifest 

it is always zero, and in that state of having forgotten that, you give some kind of answer.   

 Even a great scholar, who is called a great mathematician, even though he knows that 0x3=0, 

and 0x5=0, he always answers attached to the “I am” self.  What’s wrong with him?  What is the 

matter, what is wrong is that the wisdom has not been manifest that clearly understands the principle 

that in the intervals between levels three, and four, and five the “I am” self is manifest, but that “I am” 

self, for example which appears between four and five, then disappears, completely dissolves, and 

when it dissolves then the “I am” self is manifesting itself exactly as the zero activity, and the perfect 
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world is manifest.   

 When we talk about the activity of wisdom, who is it who manifests the activity of wisdom?  It 

is the self who has the present moment as its content, this is the self who manifests the activity of 

wisdom.  Because you do not understand that the self who can manifest wisdom is manifesting itself 

as the activity of time called the present moment, because you think the self is a fixated thing, that is 

why you cannot manifest this principle.  If you attach to the “I am” self, in other words if you attach 

to the present moment “I am” self that has appeared, for example, in the interval between three and 

four, then, no matter how much you try, no matter what kind of battling you do, there is no way that 

you can manifest the perfect, zero condition of four.   

 The teaching of Buddhism says that this world will move forward, will progress, will move, will 

expand through levels 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, on and on, countlessly, innumerably, until it finally reaches the 

ultimate place where it doesn’t need to do the activity of being manifest through expanding anymore.  

This thing we call our self cannot escape from the activity of growing, from the activity of developing, 

from the activity of evolving.  But as I was saying, I am asking you to carefully contemplate for 

yourself until you can really know this for yourself, that, for example, between the worlds of zero of 

four and five the self does two activities.  Between four and five and self does the activity of 

appearing, or manifesting itself, and also does the activity of vanishing, of dissolving itself. 

 So, then you’ll say, “I understand.”  Then I’ll say, “Oh, that’s good.”  So now you are ready 

for the next question, “What is two plus three.”  This is just like an elementary school test.  

Everybody will answer, “Two plus three equals five.”  That’s not wrong.  But in Zen practice the 

result always has to be zero.  So it is not Zen mathematics until you can say two plus three equals 

zero.  Why is it that two plus three equals zero?  Two equals zero, three equals zero, five equals 

zero, two plus three equals zero.  You have to be able to answer clearly in this way.  Not just saying 

the words, but clearly manifest the wisdom which clearly knows this principle, or you cannot be said to 

be doing Zen practice. 
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 There are times when your self is two.  There are times when you are three.  There are also 

times when your self is five.  But as I tell you so many times, if you fixate yourself, then there is no 

way that the two world can become the three world.   

 So what should you answer if you are asked, “What is the origin of the world of three?”  Now 

this is a question that you cannot answer with only elementary school mathematics.  In Tathagata 

Zen we ask you what is the root of three?  What’s the root of five?  What is the origin of three and 

five?  What if you are asked, “What is the root of  five?”  It’s four, isn’t it?  It is the world of four 

who manifests that activity of five, but as I always say, within this process a four which will not become 

five is living.  The world of four manifests the world of five through both the activities of living and 

dying manifesting themselves, and then vanishing.  The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that you must 

manifest the wisdom which clearly knows that in the process of the world of four manifesting the 

world of five, there will be a world of five that is not the true world of five, that is manifest and then 

dissolves. 

 This principle is something that cannot be understood simply using elementary school 

arithmetic, and so I guess in order to understand it we all have to study advanced mathematics. 

 So having understood this, getting back to what we read, you can understand that it is only 

through both the activities of living and dying being manifest that finally Mount Hyakujo appears.  In 

the previous teisho I talked in more detail about the meaning of the era, the time of Kako Kasho 

Buddha means, and so please contemplate this situation here, using that. 

 The perfect world is zero!  If we start talking about the world of five, the perfect world of five 

is zero, and the perfect worlds of six, and seven are also zero.  Each one of these manifestations of 

the complete world are zero.  But the world of five is manifest through the world of four developing, 

and the world of six is manifest through the world of five developing, and the world of seven is 

manifest through the world of six developing.  And so you have to manifest the wisdom for yourself 

that knows that in the intervals, in the process between these perfect worlds the activities of living and 
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dying reveal themselves and then vanish.  In other words the activities of plus and minus separate 

from each other and then become one again. 

 Today we don’t have any guests who are just beginning zazen, so I can really settle down and 

say what I want to say.  So, sitting my ass down here and saying what I want to say, I can say that plus 

and minus separate from each other, and then they do the activity of unifying again, and again the 

world of zero is manifest.   

 And in Tathagata Zen we say that it has to be the case that you come to be able to see the 

expanding activity as the living activity.  The position of Buddhism is to strongly assert that the 

activities of separation of plus and minus, and unification of plus and minus repeat countless times, 

over and over again, in the process of expansion until the state in which expanding doesn’t need to be 

done anymore is reached.  The way of teaching in Tathagata Zen is to say that the plus activity 

cannot, all by himself, do this activity of expanding.  He will, inevitably, be helped by the minus 

activity.  And through the plus activity being helped by the minus activity, that is how finally the 

condition of not needing to do living anymore is manifest.   

 In Zen we often ask the question, “When a dog is facing the west what direction is his tail 

facing?”  And dogs often spin round and round trying to bite their tails.  When the dog has caught 

his tail where is his head?  Head and tail are never separate from each other.  They are always acting 

together.  If they do separate, then head and tail have been completely fixated, and  then are 

separate.  If you say that when the dog is facing the west then the tail is in the east, then I have to ask 

you, who is it who says that?  Only the dog can say that.   

 It is just like asking the question about a person.  If it is a plus person, if it is a man, facing the 

west, then we ask, if we discover the man facing the west, then we ask Where is the world of woman?  

Every time a woman appears in front of a man, where is the man?  But isn’t Zen the teaching that 

says that in the space between the man and the woman something will be manifest which is neither 

east nor west, and that is the beginning of the self?   
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 The old man says, “I have been living on this mountain since the time of Kako Kasho Buddha, 

but what you have to carefully contemplate is when the old man is manifest what kind of a world is he 

manifest in?  It says the world of Kako Kasho Buddha, what kind of a world is that which the old man 

has?   

 In any situation, whenever we are born, there has never been a time anything has been born 

without already having its place of living.  Little babies are born naked.  But they do have that naked 

body.  It is never the case that they are born without their naked body.  They have a form, they have 

this body of form, and they are born with this body of form.  And I have been telling you that body 

has as its content 0.0001 of both plus and minus.   

 And when this happens then the minus activity also is not perfect, she has manifested her self 

as the imperfect body of minus.  And the plus also is no longer the pure plus activity.  He also is 

manifesting himself as the beginning of the world of form, the beginning of the material world.  

Neither minus nor plus are now having the complete world of zero, they both only have half of the 

world of zero.  Even in the perfect condition plus and minus manifest themselves only manifesting 

half of zero, but here, with the birth of the child, here with the birth of the present moment, they are 

even more imperfect, and we say quite concretely that plus and minus are now manifesting the 

physical bodies of plus and minus.  And that imperfect plus activity who has a body is a man, is father.  

And that imperfect minus activity is the beginning of the material world. 

 You cannot really understand this koan of Hyakujo’s Fox unless you understand that when the 

self manifests itself completely and perfectly that is a condition which is no longer the world of form, 

which has transcended the material world.  That is a condition that nobody can see, and nobody can 

know. 

 And as I was saying, the self also, when it is manifest, has a body.  And that body of the 

imperfect self, and in this case we have to remember that the self which is manifest is not the perfect 

self, it is the imperfect self, this body of the imperfect self has both plus and minus as its content, but it 
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has them imperfectly as its content.  When the self, when father, and mother, and the self, all 

together manifest the perfect condition, that is perfect, that is zero.  The bodies are gone.  But if we 

ask “Have the bodies really gone?”  Then we have to answer that they haven’t really vanished, they 

haven’t really gone, they are manifesting themselves in the state of being space.  The manifestation 

of space, is space.  It has space as its content.  It has no need to assert an “I am” self.   

 Buddhism says that if you must talk about God, then God would be that which has this space as 

its content.  God would be the cosmos which has this manifestation of space as its content.  So 

probably now you can finally understand really what it means to be the perfect condition, and what it 

means to be the imperfect condition.   

 Both of these conditions are conditions of activity. 

 When plus rests minus also rests. 

 But the teaching of Buddhism says that it is the very original nature of plus to always be acting 

as plus.  And it is very original nature of minus to always be acting as minus.   

 And as I always tell you when those plus and minus become one, that is the perfect zero.   

 And we also clearly say that when plus and minus separate then a space is manifest between 

them, but this space is absolutely not perfect.  That’s the beginning of the self.   

 And so here is the manifestation of the imperfect self, the beginning of the self.  And that self 

acts.  It is imperative for that self to act in order to make all of plus and minus its content.  The 

imperfect, born self must make efforts to make all of the activities of plus and minus its content.   

 And when all of plus and minus are made content, then plus and minus also completely vanish.  

But it really isn’t the case that plus and minus are gone.  Actually what has happened is that they 

have completely melted into the “I am” self.  And we can understand this activity of plus and minus 

completely melting into that “I am” self as them having completed their activity of raising that  child 

up. 

 And when this child has finally been manifest as the complete self, then this is a condition in 
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which the living activity doesn’t need to be done anymore, the expanding activity doesn’t need to be 

done anymore, and so it can stop acting.  But then conversely the minus activity wakes up, and it is 

the minus activity who takes the lead.  She says something like, “Hey, you, husband, hey honey, you 

can’t sleep.  You have to work too.”  And so he cannot really rest.   

 And so plus being influenced by minus must act together with minus, must help  minus, and 

this activity of minus leading and plus following is how the world of minus is manifest.  And Buddhism 

calls this world of minus, in contrast to the living world, the world of dying. 

 And again the self is manifest in between plus and minus.  But this self is different from the 

self that must do living.  This is the self who must do dying.  This self must do the activity of negating 

the self, must do the activity of contracting.  The self who must contract, without fail, will be 

manifest.  And the activity of dying will, undoubtedly, finally manifest the condition of not needing to 

do dying anymore.  And it is because the dying activity is aided by the plus activity that she is able to 

finally arrive at the condition of not needing to do dying anymore.  

 I am asking you to please  carefully contemplate this condition for yourself.   

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that it is only here, when this state has been manifest, that 

finally you clearly manifest the wisdom which knows that the nature of the self is the nature of the 

world, and the nature of the world is the nature of the self.   

 The very foundation of the teaching of Buddhism is to say that the origin is the ultimately small 

condition; the condition in which plus and minus are manifesting the ultimately small condition.  And 

that condition expands, it does the living activity until it manifests the result, which is the ultimately 

condition.  And then the dying activity, the contracting activity takes the lead, and the result of the 

dying activity taking the lead is the ultimately small condition again.  And so the very nature of the 

self is to repeat the manifestations of ultimately large and ultimately small.  That is also the very 

nature of this world. 

 No material thing can escape the activity of ultimately large and ultimately small.  Every single 
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thing is doing the activity of appearing and disappearing, appearing and hiding within this great process 

of the manifestations of the ultimately large and ultimately small.   

 And Tathagata Zen asserts that any kind of teaching, any kind of thinking, any kind of study also 

is manifest and then disappears within the activity of the manifestation of the ultimately large and 

ultimately small.  And so true wisdom is the wisdom which knows this activity of the ultimately large 

and ultimately small.  And in Buddhism we call true wisdom perfect, complete wisdom, which in 

Buddhism is called prajna.   

 If you manifest true, perfect wisdom, prajna, then you can never fixate that perfect wisdom.  

You must do the activity of manifesting ultimately large and ultimately small over and over.  The 

moment you say, “I understand Zen” then you are fixating the activity of perfect wisdom, and are stuck 

in a fixated “I am” self.  And we call you an idiot.  That is the kind of person who is pretending to 

understand, but really doesn’t understand at all. 

 If you look at Zen history , for example if you look at the Blue Cliff Record there are two or three 

cases where this is made very clear, if someone says, from the perspective of a fixated self, “I 

understand Zen.  I understand Zen is the activity of the ultimately large and ultimately small repeating 

over and over again,”  those people who say that are severely stomped, criticized by the Roshis.  Be 

careful.  If you don’t really open up your eyes when you read Zen books, then your understanding of 

Zen will become mistaken. 

 And as I said in the previous two teishos, if you  can really manifest the wisdom which 

understands the activity of ultimately large and ultimately small,  then you will also know that there is 

no need to reject or deny any religious teaching.  The position of Buddhism is to say that it is fine to 

have many different particular, special religions:  the baby religion for babies, the child religion for 

children, the teenage religion for teenagers, the intellectual religion for intellectuals, the old person’s 

religion for old people.  But the problem is, the mistake comes when we say, “I love my religion, 

because it saved me.  I love the teenager religion.  I love the old person religion,” and you fixate it.  
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You have to do the way of walking of not fixating, of always going ahead.   

 And when you reach the ultimate place of going forward then you have to turn around, and do 

the opposite.  You have to do the activity of contracting, the activity of dying, the activity which 

destroys this world.   

 And then he confesses further and says, “I lived on this Mount Hyakujo in the past, and at least 

temporarily it came to be that I was the Roshi, and I was teaching the students, and then one day a 

student asked me.”  You have to understand that the old man is confessing here that he was the 

Roshi, the Zen Master who had students, who was teaching students, and he is confessing his mistake.  

He is confessing his failure as a teacher.  As for me, I have made many more mistakes  than this old 

man.  All I have been doing is teaching mistakes.  I am so embarrassed by it that I really shouldn’t 

even stay in this world.  But, there was really nothing I could do about it, I was told “You must take 

my place and teach,”  that was the situation I fell into.  And even though I didn’t want to do it, my 

feeling of not wanting to do it wasn’t strong enough to cause me to commit suicide over it, and so I 

ended up taking up the position of being a Zen teacher. 

 When we listen to the old man’s confession we are listening to his struggle, his worry, his 

mental anguish.  So let’s listen to his confession. 

 One time one of the students, one of the people studying asked the old man a question.  The 

first word is Daishugyoteinohito, the person of great practice.  And as I told you before the person of 

great practice means the person who has been able to manifest the ultimately large and ultimately 

small.  This questioner questions the former Hyakujo Roshi and said, “As for this person of great 

practice, the true practitioner, in other words this person who has made all of plus and minus, all of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata her content, this person who can clearly see both past and future when the 

“I am” self is manifest, does this person fall into the law of origin and result or not? 

 Even though people do not confess in the same way as this old man is confessing I think 

everybody has the same concerns, the same mental struggle as this old man has. 
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 Because we didn’t have any guest I could really sit my butt down today, and say what I wanted 

to say at ease.  I don’t know how you all felt, maybe your legs were hurting a lot, but I was just sort of 

in a good mood, and feeling good, so I just said what I wanted to say today.  I actually want to keep 

on talking, but it really is time to stop, so I’ll stop, and continue to speak about the old man’s 

confession again tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end 


